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SAI INTERVIEW



Dear Reader,

this issue of The SAI Journal focuses on SAFETY.

Among its many meanings, SAFETY can be defined as being the control 

of recognized hazards to an acceptable level of risk.

The continuous search for quality must include safety as a key compo-

nent in enabling growth of any modern company. 

Innovative technology and efficient service are fundamental compo-

nents of survival against global competition, but the success of a com-

pany can not be divorced from the idea of a safe product. Products 

have to satisfy what the market demands but must still keep well within 

safety limits even though they are designed to exceed normal standards 

of performance.

Therefore we can say that, despite this eagerness to go over the limit, 

the final product must be safe as well as reliable once ready for the 

market.

Through the various articles contained in this issue, we will highlight the 

importance that SAI gives to the concept of safety, especially in what we 

are actually able to offer to the market in order to fully comply with the 

highest production standards, as well as to satisfy any specific demands 

that may require a customised solution. 

As you will see SAI has faced up to this challenge with great determina-

tion, focusing on skilled and passionate people, able to form a working 

team whose energies are fully devoted towards maintaining and increa-

sing the success of our company.

So join us and think safe!

Looking forward to receiving your comments, I thank you very much for 

your continued  support. I wish you a pleasant reading!

Vittorio Pecorari
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 SAI SAFETY AT WORK... 

PRICELESS FOR YOU!

... in the modern concept of “work”, one 
of the main discriminating characteri-
stics which bring about direct and indi-
rect benefits to a company’s productivity 
is the importance it places on SAFETY ...

Work has existed since the beginning of time. In or-
der to satisfy his and his community’s needs, man has 
always had to work the land, manufacture, bargain 
and better himself to achieve desired results. Man’s 
work has evolved over the centuries and different 
aspects of work have become increasingly important 
as time has passed.

Nowadays, it’s well-known that, in the modern con-
cept of “work”, one of the main discriminating cha-
racteristics which bring about direct and indirect be-
nefits to a company’s productivity is the importance it 
places on SAFETY. 
Safety at work consists in respecting all the preven-
tative and protective measures by the employer and 
workers alike. Therefore, it is clear that safety mana-
gement in a company is a business choice, and as 
such requires investment. 
Hence, the question becomes: does it really produce 
an economic return and in which way?

Looking at the main investments or costs associa-
ted with safety, one can include the purchase of pro-
tection equipments, investments in the security of 
technological interests, healthcare support and trai-
ning courses for workers. On the other hand, it’s pos-
sible to list numerous benefits which are produced by 
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a proper safety management policy built into the busi-
ness.
First of all, the main “direct” benefit is the REDUCTION 
OF ACCIDENTS in the workplace. This fact certainly 
brings with it a considerable reduction in the costs ema-
nating from insurance, healthcare and legal expenses. 
Moreover, a safe workplace improves the mood and the 
personal satisfaction of every single employee, and the-
refore it increases the overall efficiency and productivity 
of the worker. When security is effectively applied in all 
working environments there is overall benefit, maximi-
zed use of time and increased quality of work as well as 
an INCREASE IN TURNOVER. 

Furthermore, as is easily imaginable, a company that 
follows a precise safety program can reach improve-
ments and advantages which go very far beyond finan-
cial matters. The so-called “indirect” benefits are, in 
fact, reflected in a better COMPANY REPUTATION and 
in an improved CORPORATE IMAGE. For example, the 
company will be able to guarantee uninterrupted appli-



No limits to safety with 
SAI products 

MANY SAI  PRODUCTS ARE USED 
IN APPLICATIONS WHERE SAFETY 
IS DIRECTLY DEPENDANT ON THE 

MOTORS
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cations of the most modern manufacturing technologies 
therefore guaranteeing the highest product quality. This 
in turns brings FULL CUSTOMER SATISFACTION which 
is, of course, the most sought after result, not just for the 
company itself but for every individual worker within the 
company!

A good business security policy conveys benefits even 
to the product. That is why safety is a tangible value that 
SAI wishes to follow and share with its customers to pro-
vide them with high quality and reliable products and ser-
vices. 
Many SAI products are used in applications where sa-
fety is directly dependant on the motors. When moving 
dangerous equipment, when positioning heavy or han-
ging loads or even when driving the wheels of a small 
sweeping machine, the controllability of the movements 
become a key safety feature for the operators and for 
the environment around them. The precise and reliable 
behaviour of any machine depends on the intrinsic safety 
embedded in the motor technology. The design and the 
manufacture of the product must keep in consideration 
the impact that they have on the safety of the machine. 

Thanks to the high safety standards and advanced 
technology of SAI products, they achieve EXTREMELY 
HIGH LEVELS OF CONTROLLABILITY that bring about 
positive results even when they are used in the hardest 
working conditions.
A resistant high quality product is synonymous with great 
success, since a reliable and safe product is what increa-
ses machine efficiency and productivity and with it overall 
profitability. Therefore, the answer to the question above 
is that safety isn’t at all expensive, rather it’s priceless.
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The market is becoming ever more demanding, and 
machines often have to cope with a different kind of 
phenomenon that produce very high levels of stress, 
due to the extreme working conditions that they 
have to operate in.
SAI, thanks to the group R&D Centre srl, is able to 
re-create those dynamic phenomena and can the-
refore approximate the working conditions that may 
be found in the field, even though they could be the 
most extreme ones.
The suitability of our motors to withstand the rigours 
of a specific application can be checked thanks to 
the complexity of our test benches that can map 
motor performance continuously, 24 hour per day. 
We are able to subject the motors to extreme levels 
of stress thus helping us to develop specific options 
to enable our products to resist the most extreme 
working conditions that they are expected to come 
up against.
A safe motor is a high quality and reliable product, on 
the basis of the customer’s specific requests. 
Among SAI’s test benches, the inertial ones make it 
possible to reproduce identical working conditions 
to those that a hydraulic motor would have to endu-
re, on a vehicle for example, by simulating the effect 
of violent acceleration or deceleration.
Identifying the appropriate inertial loads, SAI can re-
plicate what can be expected from any specific ap-
plication in the field, and is therefore able to make its 
products suitable for:

- pressure peaks
- cavitation transients
- rapid acceleration/deceleration

SAI products are manufactured with the aim of 
achieving extreme levels of performance and are 
compliant with the highest safety standards.



SAI USA
               

More productivity, less waste: 
how to select the correct product?

SAI Hydraulics, Inc. opened a new manufactu-
ring facility a few years ago.  With this expansion, 
it has been possible to provide the North Ameri-
can market with an increase of offers and servi-
ces based on highly-qualified engineering support.

SAI has been investing in a range of resources to enable it to 
offer its customers the best possible service. Employees at 
all levels are continuously trained for analysis, interaction and 
control of the all aspects of company policy and procedures in 
order to meet the demands of our customers.

To facilitate the application of its range of products, SAI has 
adopted a customised production system whereby our techni-
cal department works closely with buyers at the development 
stage of their project, thereby guaranteeing the complete ful-
filment of the client’s specific needs and the quality of the fini-
shed product.

SAI is capable of assisting their customers from the very be-
ginning of any application study, by constantly looking at inno-
vative solutions to manufacturing and performance problems. 
The SAI engineering department has the expertise and the 
equipment to acquire data directly in the field. The data cap-
ture system works through multi-channels (transducers), that 
take information provided directly from the hydraulic system 
and convert it to signals readable by the computer program.

The data acquired in the field, allows SAI engineers to perform 
specific bench tests enabling them to check and confirm pro-
duct selection. From this they can also establish any necessity 
for adaptation of standard products in order to better meet 
any specific needs. As a consequence, machine manufactu-
rers can be confident that they will be purchasing a reliable 
and safe product that will increase the overall productivity of 
their machine.

The best engineering solutions and top level expert assistance 
is always available from SAI, do not miss the chance to incre-
ase your business with us!

SAI USA

welcomes customers and potential customers in 
168 E Ridge Road Linwood, PA 19061 USA

E-mail: info@saihyd.com
Phone: +1 61 04970190
Fax: +1 61 04970194
Web Site: www.saihyd.com
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Our U.S. subsidiary is the perfect partner whenever modern so-
lutions and technologically-advanced engineering are required.  
Since 1973, their experience in the marketplace, along with a 
team of skilled and passionate people, allows them to provide 
complete, high-quality interaction with OEM companies in fields 
that include oil & gas, agriculture, earth-moving, defence, marine 
& offshore, and energy to name a few.
By focusing the production on the North American standards 
that the customer’s demand, the goal of SAI Hydraulics, Inc. is 
to supply a wide range of motors, planetary gearboxes, brakes 
and related accessories while offering full, customized service.  
Among the latest products launched in the market, you can find 
complete wheel drive units, now available with dual and variable 
displacement.  Another great success is mirrored by the 7-piston 
“T-Series” featuring extremely high starting torque and highly-
advanced technology.
Furthermore, through its excellent marketing network, SAI U.S.A. 
can effectively handle any enquiry related to product selection, 
price and delivery windows from the point of their customer’s 
initial contact.
Their well-stocked warehouse allows them to maintain a wide 
range of components to meet their customer’s requirements 
from a small part replacement to a complete motor refurbi-
shment, even assisting in the field, if necessary.

An invitation to visit our U.S. facility is cordially extended to all 
existing and potential customers.
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Very compact five piston variable displacement wheel drive 
unit with integrated gearbox and brake. 
The unit is supplied with complete electronic control packa-
ge. Extremely sturdy, it is also featured by heavy duty bea-
rings and high speed capability

Description: 5 piston variable displacement wheel drive unit
Motor Code: BVFK4
Mass: 166 kg
Power: 59 kW
Data sheet: 139241.11 

Seven piston variable displacement hydraulic motor with inte-
grated gearbox and brake.
It is an extremely compact solution featured by 43000 Nm 
as peak torque, able to convey 220kW from extremely low 
speed up to 250 rpm.

Description: 7 piston variable displacement hydraulic motor 
including planetary gearbox and brake
Motor code: TS8VF
Mass: 410 kg
Power: 220-200 kW 
Data sheet: 131315.1

BVFK4 
MOTOR

TS8VF
MOTOR
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Seven piston dual displacement hydraulic motor with high po-
wer density, high pressure and speed capability. 
Maximum sturdiness due to the long life bearings and the 
oversized shaft. 
This motor is able to offer very high efficiency in its whole ope-
rational range.

Description: Seven piston dual displacement hydraulic motor
Motor Code: TD2.5
Mass: 95 kg
Power: 120-100 kW
Data sheet: 130933.3

TD2.5
MOTOR

89 
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WHEEL MOTORS TECHNICAL CATALOGUE 
CATALOGO TECNICO MOTORI RUOTA 

BDK4 (dual displacement without brake / cilindrata doppia senza freno) 

BDFK4 (dual displacement with brake / cilindrata doppia con freno) 

BVK4 (variable displacement without brake / cilindrata variabile senza freno) 

BVFK4 (variable displacement with brake / cilindrata variabile con freno) 

  1400 350 1400 700 1950 500 1950 1000 2800 700 2800 1400 
Equivalent displacement ⁽¹⁾ 

[cc/rev]   1407 352 1407 705 1943 487 1943 972 2759 688 2759 1377 
Cilindrata equivalente ⁽¹⁾ 
Reduction ratio  

  5,6:1 
Rapporto di riduzione   
Bore 

[mm]   40 40 40 40 47 47 47 47 56 56 56 56 
Alesaggio 
Stroke 

[mm]   40 10 40 20 40 10 40 20 40 10 40 20 
Corsa 
Specific torque 

[Nm/bar]   22,40 5,60 22,40 11,20 30,93 7,73 30,80 15,40 43,90 10,98 43,90 21,95 
Coppia specifica 
Continuous pressure 

[bar]   250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 
Pressione in continuo 
Peak pressure ⁽²⁾ 

[bar]   425 425 425 425 375 375 375 375 350 350 350 350 
Pressione di picco ⁽²⁾ 
Peak power ⁽³⁾ 

[kW]   75 65 75 65 75 65 75 65 75 65 75 65 
Potenza di picco ⁽³⁾ 
Continuous speed ⁽⁴⁾ 

[rpm]   125 260 125 260 125 260 125 260 70 260 70 140 
Velocità in continuo ⁽⁴⁾ 
Maximum speed ⁽⁴⁾ 

[rpm]   175 300 175 300 175 300 175 300 140 300 140 285 
Velocità massima ⁽⁴⁾ 
Approximative weight 

[kg] 166 
unit   Gearbox oil capacity 

[l] 3,5 
  

Peso approssimativo unità   Capacità olio riduttore   

Maximum casing pressure 
[bar] 

1 
continuous 

  Motor oil capacity ⁽³⁾ [l] 2 
 

continuo  

Pressione massima in carcassa 5 
peak 

 Type of brake 
Negative disc brake  

picco Freno a dischi negativo 

Admissible temperatures 
[°C] -20 minimum  

Static braking torque ⁽⁴⁾ 
[Nm] 18000 

  

Admissible temperatures Coppia di frenatura statica ⁽⁴⁾   

Temperature ammissibili 
[°C] +80 maximum   

Minimum brake pilot pressure 
[bar] 20 

  

Temperature ammissibili Pressione min. pilotaggio freno   

Suggested bolt type  
M22 12.9 

     Maximum brake pilot pressure 
[bar] 50 

  
Viti suggerite       Pressione max. pilotaggio freno   

Bolt torque setting 
[Nm] 

767,0 coarse 799,0 fine 
Brake pilot volume [cm³] 37,5 

 

Coppia serraggio viti 958,0 grosso 1008,0 fine  

NOTES / NOTE 
(1) Equivalent displacement = motor displacement x reduction ratio of gearbox 
(5,6:1) 

(4) For higher continuous and maximum speeds please contact the SAI Technical Department 
Maximum speeds can reach up to 250 rpm.

(1) Cilindrata Equivalente = cilindrata motore x rapporto di riduzione del riduttore 
(5,6:1) 

(4) Per velocità in continuo e massime maggiori contattare l'Ufficio Tecnico SAI. Le velocità 
massime possono raggiungere 250 rpm. 

(2) For higher peak pressures please contact the SAI Technical Department. 
(5) If the brake is engaged for a long time, the braking torque could increase considerably. 
The brake requires to be periodically engaged and disengaged to maintain the desired perfor-
mances. 

(2) Per pressioni di picco maggiori contattare l'Ufficio Tecnico SAI 
(5) Quando il freno rimane ingaggiato per un lungo periodo di tempo la coppia frenante può 
aumentare considerevolmente. Si consiglia periodicamente di pilotare il freno in modo da 
garantire i dati dichiarati. 

(3) For higher peak power please contact the SAI Technical Department. 

(3) Per potenze di picco maggiori contattare l'Ufficio Tecnico SAI. 

1 
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T SERIES TECHNICAL CATALOGUE 
CATALOGO TECNICO SERIE T 

TD2.5 

  270 70 350 90 500 120 600 150 700 175 800 200 
Equivalent displacement ⁽¹⁾ 

[cc/rev]  269 67 352 88 486 121 595 149 690 172 792 198 
Cilindrata equivalente ⁽¹⁾ 
Bore 

[mm]  35 40 47 52 56 60 
Alesaggio 
Stroke 

[mm]  40 10 40 10 40 10 40 10 40 10 40 10 
Corsa 
Specific torque 

[Nm/bar]  4,30 1,10 5,60 1,40 7,70 1,90 9,50 2,40 11,00 2,70 12,60 3,20 
Coppia specifica 
Continuous pressure 

[bar]  400 400 400 400 350 350 350 350 350 350 350 350 
Pressione in continuo 
Peak pressure ⁽²⁾ 

[bar]  450 450 450 450 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 
Pressione di picco ⁽²⁾ 
Peak power ⁽³⁾ 

[kW]  120 100 120 100 120 100 120 100 120 100 120 100 
Potenza di picco ⁽³⁾ 
Continuous speed ⁽⁴⁾ 

[rpm]  700 2000 700 2000 500 1700 500 1700 350 1400 350 1400 
Velocità in continuo ⁽⁴ ⁾ 
Maximum speed ⁽⁴ ⁾ 

[rpm]  900 2500 900 2500 600 2200 600 2200 450 1800 450 1800 
Velocità massima ⁽⁴ ⁾ 
Approximative weight 

[kg] 95 
unit   Motor oil capacity 

[l] 2 
Peso approssimativo unità   Capacità olio motore 

Maximum casing pressure 
[bar] 

5 
continuous 

  Admissible temperatures 
[°C] 

-20 
minimum 

continuo minimo 

Pressione massima in carcassa 15 
peak 

  Temperature ammissibili +80 
maximum 

picco massimo 
Bolt torque setting 

[Nm] 
116,0 coarse 121,0 fine Suggested bolt type 

M12 12.9 
Coppia serraggio viti 143,0 grosso 150,0 fine Viti suggerite 
Change displ. pilot pressure 

[bar] 20-350 
Displ. change oil capacity 

[cm3]  
Pressione di cambio cilindrata Capacità olio cambio cil. 

NOTES 
(1) Continuous or average working pressure should be chosen depending on the bearing lifetime. For lifetime calculation of the motor bearings, please contact the SAI Technical 
Department.  

(1) La pressione continua o media di lavoro va determinata in funzione della vita dei cuscinetti. Per un calcolo di vita dei cuscinetti del motore contattare l’Ufficio Tecnico SAI. 

(2) For higher casing pressure please contact the SAI Technical Department. 

(2) Per pressioni più elevate in carcassa contattare l’Ufficio Tecnico SAI. 

(3) For higher peak power, please contact the SAI Technical Department.  

(3) Per potenze di picco maggiori contattare l’Ufficio Tecnico SAI. 

(4) For higher continuous or peak speed please contact the SAI Technical Department. 

(4) Per vellocità continue e di picco elevate contattare l’Ufficio Tecnico SAI. 

3.25 

Zero displacement available on request 

Cilindrata zero disponibile su richiesta 
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T MOTORS TECHNICAL CATALOGUE 
CATALOGO TECNICO MOTORI T 

TS8D (dual displacement without brake / cilindrata doppia senza freno) 
TS8V (variable displacement without brake / cilindrata variabile senza freno) 
TS8DF (dual displacement with brake / cilindrata doppia con freno) 
TS8VF (variable displacement with brake / cilindrata variabile con freno) 
  2700 700 3600 900 5000 1250 6000 1450 6700 1700 7400 1850 
Equivalent displacement ⁽¹⁾ 

[cc/rev]   2667 666 3576 894 4995 1248 5793 1446 6650 1662 7332 1830 
Cilindrata equivalente ⁽¹⁾ 
Bore 

[mm]  38 44 52 56 60 63 
Alesaggio 
Stroke 

[mm]   56 14 56 14 56 14 56 14 56 14 56 14 
Corsa 
Specific torque 

[Nm/bar]  42,45 10,57 56,92 14,19 79,50 19,81 92,20 22,95 105,84 26,38 116,69 29,05 
Coppia specifica 
Continuous pressure 

[bar]   400 400 400 380  400  330  350  300  350 
Pressione in continuo 
Peak pressure 

[bar]   450 450 450 450 400 370  400  
Pressione di picco 
Peak power 

[kW]  220 200 220 200 220 200 220 200 220 200 220 200 
Potenza di picco 
Minimum speed ⁽²⁾ 

[rpm]   1  1  1  1  1  1  
Velocità minima ⁽²⁾ 
Continuous speed ⁽²⁾ 

[rpm]  185 200 138 200 100 200 90 200 80 200 80 200 
Velocità in continuo ⁽²⁾ 
Maximum speed ⁽²⁾ 

[rpm]   200 250 200 250 150 250 115 250 105 250 105 250 
Velocità massima ⁽²⁾ 
Approximate weight without 
brake 

[kg] 380 
unit     Approximate weight with 

brake 
[kg] 

unit 

Peso approssimativo senza 
freno unità     Peso approssimativo con 

freno unità 

Unit oil capacity ⁽³⁾ 
[l] 5,5 

 
 

  Maximum casing pressure 

[bar] 

  1 
continuous 

Capacità olio corpo unità ⁽³⁾   (hub version) continuo 

Static braking torque ⁽⁴⁾ 
[Nm] 40.000    

 Pressione massima in car-
cassa 1,5   

peak 

Coppia di frenatura statica ⁽⁴⁾   (versione mozzo) picco 
Maximum brake pilot pressure 

[bar] 50   
 

Admissible temperatures 
°C 

-20 
minimum 

Pressione max. pilotaggio freno    minimo 
Minimum brake pilot pressure 

[bar]  25   
  

  
 

Temperature ammissibili +80  
maximum 

Pressione min. pilotaggio freno     massimo 
Brake pilot volume 

[cm3]  60   
  

  
   

  
  

Volume pilotaggio freno        
Bolt setting torque     

[Nm]   
767,0 coarse 799,0 fine   Suggested bolt type 

M22 12.9  
  

Coppia serraggio viti   958,0 grosso 1008,0 fine   Viti suggerite   

Gearbox constant of lifetime ⁽⁵⁾ nxh 10.000 25.000 50.000  100.000   500.000   

Costante di durata riduttore⁽⁵⁾ T[Nm] 35.000 30.000 27.000  24.000   21.500   

Available distributors 
  D907D D907V    

     
Distributori disponibili      

NOTES / NOTE 

(1) Equivalent displacement = motor displacement per reduction ratio of the gearbox (6:1). 
(4) If the brake is engaged for a long time, the braking torque could increase consi-
derably. The brake requires to be periodically engaged and disengaged to maintain 
the desired performances. 

(1) Cilindrata equivalente = cilindrata motore per rapporto di riduzione del riduttore (6:1). 
(4) Quando il freno rimane ingaggiato per un lungo periodo di tempo la coppia 
frenante può aumentare considerevomente. Si consiglia periodicamente di pilotare il 
freno in modo da garantire i dati dichiarati. 

(2) For higher maximum speeds and lower minimum speeds please contact the SAI Technical 
Department. (5) Where n= gearbox output speed [rpm] and h= working time [hours] 

(2) Per velocità massime maggiori e minime minori contattare l'Ufficio Technico SAI. (5) Dove n= velocità in uscita del riduttore [rpm] ed h= durata di funzionamento 
[ore] 

(3) The motor, the brake and the gearbox share the lubricating oil. 
(3) Il motore, il freno ed il riduttore condividono lo stesso olio di lubrificazione. 

410   



Control is nothing 
without SAFETY

Continuously variable displacement across a wide speed range - SAI wheel 
motors can help vehicle designers improve both safety and performance

The most technologically advanced self-propelled ma-
chines are now capable of reaching very high speeds 
even when working in the most arduous conditions. This 
calls for a continuously increasing demand for high qua-
lity products and safe vehicle design lay-out.

How is SAI able to get around this and make safe 
transmissions?

1. Centre of Gravity (C.o.G) anti overturning:
the wide range of products that SAI offers the Market, 
allows its customers to select the best solution for po-
wering the vehicle.
SAI wheel drive units enable the C.o.G. of the vehicle 
to be lower, resulting in more stability, even when ope-
rating on very steep slopes. 
Overall vehicle performance is thereby improved, and 
the risk of overturning reduced. 
Furthermore, the redefinition of the vehicle lay-out and 
dimensions, thanks to the use of SAI wheel motors in 
place of a mechanical axle transmission, allows more 
flexibility of cabin design and engine position allowing 
for more comfort and safety. 

Application example, orchard tractors: very compact and 
safe vehicles with lower cabin enabling access and ope-
ration under trees.

2. Traction Distribution - Antispinning:
controlling the traction means simply transmitting the 
available torque to the ground in the most efficient way 
possible. 
Where vehicles do not operate safely due to wheel spin, 
the introduction of alternative circuitry, such as the inclu-
sion of flow dividers or by connecting motors in series, 
are not the most efficient solution, nor do they give the 
fastest reaction times.
The best solution is to balance each individual wheel 
torque output to the torque transmissible to the ground.
Thanks to the SAI variable displacement technology, 
a motor can vary its displacement continuously in full 
power, to reach every single wheel torque limit, even 
down to 0cc, to prevent spinning the wheel.

3. Traction Control:
safety is also a major factor with traction distribution. SAI 
variable displacement wheel drive units allow fine inde-
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pendent output torque distribution from every individual 
motor.  By using a continuously variable wheel motor, 
the machine makes the most efficient use of the power 
available dependent upon specific soil conditions.
When manoeuvring on extremely steep areas, the ope-
rator must be protected to allow him to work under the 
safest conditions; in such cases, by using SAI variable 
displacement motors, it is possible to increase the di-
splacement on the more heavily loaded wheels, the-
reby guaranteeing safe traction, even on slopes and 
when heavily laden. 
Therefore, it is possible to use the same power or the 
same flow setting on the vehicle, and to split it more to 
the front axle or more to the rear axle, as best required 
by the working conditions. All of the above results in  
much more efficient performance and safer operating 
machine.

4. Assisted Braking Torque:
the continuously variable displacement motors produ-
ced by SAI, have extremely high mechanical efficiency 
that supply high levels of braking torque from the mo-

ment the vehicle starts to decelerate thereby guaran-
teeing rapid and controlled stopping. What is more, 
the operator can continuously, and with full control-
lability reduce or increase the displacement as re-
quired, therefore boosting the braking torque on any 
individual wheel, depending on specific needs.

5. Auxiliary Traction:
SAI motors used for auxiliary traction can work at 
high speeds by modulating the displacement.  In so 
doing it is possible to use them for driving torque at 
low and medium speeds, whereas the motors can 
be set to zero cc/rev when being towed.
The motor can continuously vary its displacement 
while running, providing variable power to be con-
veyed to the auxiliary wheels. The SAI speed capabi-
lity makes it possible to work at the maximum speed 
limits allowable by Law.

IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCE OF YOUR MACHI-
NES - MAKE THEM SAFE AND RELIABLE USING 
SAI VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT TECHNOLOGY!
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  30%                   70%

  50%                   50%

   7
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EXAMPLES OF TRACTION DISTRIBUTION
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